Bringing Hope Home pays essential household bills for Families battling cancer in the Greater Philadelphia Area. Through our Light of Hope Family Program, we supported 1,005 Families in 2023 with household bills that include rent, mortgage, utility, car payment, car insurance, cell phone, cable and internet bills.

Recently, we reached out to all of our Families assisted in 2023 to complete a survey. Families were asked a number of questions, aimed at measuring the financial and emotional impact that our financial assistance had on them, specifically on their stress and healing. Below are the results of our survey.

**DO YOU BELIEVE THAT THE LIGHT OF HOPE FAMILY PROGRAM HELPED TO BRIDGE THE FINANCIAL GAP FOR YOU AND YOUR FAMILY?**

- Yes: 95.5%
- No:

> “Bringing Hope Home has helped me bridge the gap by assisting me with paying critical bills this month. This assistance means the world to me because every month I am so stressed trying to make ends meet. Thank You! - BHH Family”

**AFTER RECEIVING FINANCIAL SUPPORT FROM BRINGING HOPE HOME, MY STRESS WAS:**

- Reduced: 70.4%
- Somewhat Reduced:
- Not Reduced:

> “The help I received from BHH meant a lot to me. Going through cancer treatment is stressful all on its own and to have the added stress of worrying about how you’re going to make ends meet due to mounting medical bills takes things to a whole other level. BHH has relieved some of that stress and given me a bit of breathing room. It is a great program and I am truly grateful to have been able to benefit from it. - BHH Family”
DID YOU EVER HAVE TO MAKE THE DECISION OF PURCHASING FOOD FOR YOUR FAMILY OVER PAYING CERTAIN HOUSEHOLD BILLS DUE TO YOUR CANCER TREATMENT?

“Bringing Hope Home helped us to pay our mortgage payment this month. BHH also gave us $300 toward ACME food purchases, which has helped us. We are most grateful for these wonderful gifts. BHH has been such a blessing to us. – BHH Family”

DID YOU FEEL THAT YOUR APPLICATION WAS PROCESSED IN A TIMELY MANNER?

“By helping with pressing energy costs Bringing Hope Home has allowed to to focus on my recovery instead of stressful finances. -BHH Family”

PLEASE RATE THE TOP THREE OBSTACLES THAT YOU FACED THROUGHOUT YOUR JOURNEY WITH CANCER.

“It helped me to pay my bill on time and not be late. I am so happy there are people like you who ARE out there to help people in need. It makes things a little easier to get through. You are WONDERFUL! - BHH Family”